Newer data on the configuration and variability ranges of body surface maps in a sample of normal subjects.
Quantitative data on the normal variability of body surface maps (BSM) are scarce in the literature. This is one of the reasons why BSM are not yet widely used in clinical practice despite their superior information contents. In this study we determined the average value and variability of a number of parameters derived from BSM in a group of 36 normal adult males, ages 22 to 60. Forty to 60 homogeneous beats were averaged for each subject. This enabled us to extend our study to the low voltage intervals (P,PQ,ST,U) which encompass more than 60% of the entire P-U duration and to contribute new data to controversial issues, such as the presence of two simultaneous maxima during atrial excitation. The following parameters were measured: a) the coordinates of the absolute potential maximum and minimum on the chest surface during the entire cardiac cycle; b) the time course of four voltage-related functions, namely: highest instantaneous potential value on the chest surface, lowest (most negative) potential, highest potential difference, and surface integral of the absolute value of the potential function. In recent studies these parameters were shown to be of considerable value in discriminating normal subjects from different categories of cardiac patients.